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Disclaimer:

The information contained in this document describes the communication system of the components of Märklin 

Digital.

This documentation is provided "as is" and without any guarantee of function, correctness or freedom from 

errors. The author cannot be held liable for any direct or indirect damage - in particular damage to other 

software, damage to hardware, damage due to loss of use and damage due to the inoperability of the associated 

products.

This description was developed with the greatest care, but errors can never be excluded. Therefore no 

guarantee can be given for the correctness.

This description does not represent a guarantee of the properties of the Märklin Digital System or the products 

associated with it.

We reserve the right to make technical changes.

copyright

The following pages are subject to German copyright law. Duplication, processing, distribution and any kind of 

exploitation outside the limits of copyright law require the written consent of Gebr. Märklin & Cie GmbH.
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1 CAN connection

The CAN bus serves as a communication network for the control units at Märklin Systems. The aim is to provide a uniform communication medium for 

all devices for controlling a model railway system.

Control tasks are transmitted using CAN messages.

Updates and configuration data are transmitted using CAN streams. The data rate is 250 kbit / s, the 

maximum bus length is 100m.

1.1 CAN basic format

The CAN protocol prescribes that messages with a 29-bit message identifier, 4-bit message length and up to 8 data bytes exist.

The message identifier is divided into the sub-areas priority (Prio), command (Command), response and hash. Communication is based on the following 

data format:

Message identifier

Priority Command

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message command

Priority Identification

drawing

Hash

1 bit 16 bit

CMD / collision no. Resp. Resolution 

data

bytes

DLC

DLC

4 bit

Byte 0

D byte 0 D byte D byte 2 D byte 3 D byte 4 D byte D byte 6 D byte 7

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

Data

Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 1

. . . .

Byte 4 Byte 5 Byte 6

5

Byte 7

1.2 Basic description of fields

1.2.1

Determines the prioritization of the message on the CAN bus:

Prio 1: Stop / Go / short-circuit message. Prio 2: 

Acknowledgments

Priority 3: stop the locomotive (?)

Prio 4: Locomotive / accessory commands rest 

free

The prioritization is not understood by the participants as part of the message, but serves to prioritize the message on the CAN bus.

1.2.2 command

Determines the command to be executed by the end device or the executed command. Command values   are 

clearly defined.

Characteristic value ranges for the command values:

Priority

Area

System commands

administration

equipment

Feedback

Software update / config

GUI information transfer 3

Automation commands

number

1

8th

2

-

6th

begin

0x00

0x01

0x0B

0x10

0x18

0x20

0x30

The End

0x00

0x0A

0x0D

0x12

0x1C

0x22
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1.2.3

Determines whether the CAN message is a request or response or a previous request. A request is always initiated without a response bit set. As 

soon as a command has been executed, it is confirmed with the response bit set and the original message content or the requested values. Each 

participant on the bus who carried out the message confirms a command.

1.2.4 Hash

The hash fulfills a double function:

It is primarily used for collision resolution of the messages and to ensure that there are no collisions with the CS1 protocol.

Secondly, it can contain the sequence number of a data transmission. No collision with the CS1 

protocol:

In the CAN protocol of the CS1, the value 6 is not used for the "com area of   the ID", these are bits 7..9, ie the highest bit in the lowest byte 

(0b0xxxxxxx) and the two bits above (0bxxxxxx11). This bit combination is therefore permanently used in the hash to differentiate.

Collision resolution:

The hash is used to make the CAN messages collision-free with a high degree of probability. This 16-bit value is formed from the UID hash. 

Calculation: 16 bit high UID XOR 16 bit low of the UID. Then the bits are set according to the CS1 distinction.

Every participant on the bus has to check the hash of received CAN messages to ensure that they are free of collisions. If your own hash is received, 

a new one must be selected. This must not match any other received.

Sequence number of a data transfer:

If the hash is used to identify the package number, these bits are masked out when the package number is calculated. In other words, bits 7 to 9 are 

hidden for the 16-bit number, the top 3 bits are 0. The value range is reduced accordingly to 8192.

Response

15th 8th 7th 0

1 1 0

0 0 0

1.2.5

An initiator of a message must ensure that the desired action is actually carried out

becomes. The messages are not transmitted securely via the CAN bus. The receipt of a message is not confirmed. The execution of a command is 

confirmed or only acknowledged by sending the confirmation message. If this acknowledgment is missing, it can be assumed that the action was not 

carried out.

1.2.6 Others

- No sender + receiver addresses are used in communication.

- No remote frames (= request CAN ID instead of sending data) are used in communication. In general, the participants are configured in 

such a way that they are not received.

The byte order in the messages is always Motorola Big Endian.

Notification confirmation

-
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1.2.7

The Can-UDP gateway can be started on the CS2 via the Setup / IP settings. An IP address (also broadcast) to which the gateway sends can be 

specified there. The port addresses cannot be set via the user interface and are permanently set to ports 15731 and 15730.

Functionality:

When started, the gateway listens on the Ethernet receiving port 15731. It discards all UDP packets with a length other than 13. Packets of length 13 

are interpreted as Can-Bus packets: 4-byte Can-Bus-ID (BigEndian or Network Order), 1 byte in length and 8 byte data, which may have to be filled 

with zero bytes. This packet is then put on the Can-Bus as a Can-Bus message. Bits or bytes not to be mapped on the CAN bus are ignored and 

should be set to "0".

Conversely, the gateway reads all Can-Bus messages, converts them in the same way into UDP packets of length 13 and sends them to the 

specified IP address and the send port (15730).

Example configuration in the local network with the network segment 192.168.2.0

CS2: (192.168.2.20) receives on port 15731, sends to the broadcast address 192.168.2.255:15730. PC1: (192.168.2.10) receives on port 

15730 sends to CS2 (192.168.2.20:15731) PC2: (192.168.2.11) receives on port 15730 sends to CS2 (192.168.2.20:15731)

In the Ethernet, packets with 13 bytes are always transmitted, regardless of the CAN datagram size, since the CAN Ethernet gateway discards 

packets of other lengths.

The bytes in the CAN message are packed into the UDP packet as follows:

- Bytes 1 to 4 are the message identification.

- Byte 5 corresponds to the DLC of the CAN message.

- Bytes 6 - 13 are the corresponding user data. Bytes that are not required are to be filled with 00.

Transmission of the CAN commands via Ethernet
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1.3 General

1.3.1

The entire address space has 2 ** 32 addresses (0x0000 0000 - 0xFFFF FFFF), these are around 4 billion addresses.

These are also known as UID (Universal Identifyer). Depending on the protocol used, however, a UID has a different meaning.

1.3.1.1 Definition of the subscriber ID

Each addressable participant in the system has a unique 32-bit address.

A distinction is made between the following UID:

Device UID Uniquely assigned universal ID.

Loc ID (= Local ID, not Locomotive ID) Local ID calculated from the protocol and the address.

MFX-UID MFX Universal ID, unique identification of an mfx participant.

Certain device UIDs have a special meaning:

The UID 0x00000000 is the broadcast address. Signals that several participants should process the same command.

The UID 0xFFFFFFFF is invalid and stands for an uninitialized UID of the end device.

1.3.1.2 Integration of existing track logs, creation of the "Loc-ID"

The address space has around 4 billion available addresses. A part of this address space (address 0 - 65536) is used for the integration of existing 

protocols: The existing digital protocols are embedded in this reserved area, represented by the Loc-ID. The protocol results from your location. The 

lower 2 bytes of the Loc-ID are listed for these protocols, the upper ones = 0x0000.

This results in the following address scheme:

Start address End address protocol

0x0000 0x03FF MM1,2 locomotives and function decoders (20 & 40 kHz, 80 & 255 addresses)

0x0400 0x07FF

0x0800 0x0BFF

0x0C00 0x0FFF

0x1000 0x13FF

0x1400 0x17FF

0x1800 0x1BFF

0x1C00 0x1FFF

0x2000 0x23FF

0x2400 0x27FF

0x2800 0x2BFF

0x2C00 0x2FFF

0x3000 0x33FF

0x3400 0x37FF

0x3800 0x3BFF

0x3C00 0x3FFF

0x4000 0x7FFF

0x8000 0xBFFF

0xC000 0xFFFF

Addresses in the system - The UID

Reserved

SX1

Reserved

Res. For MM1,2 function decoder F1 - F4 (40 kHz, 80 & 255 addresses) Reserved

Free for private users / clubs Free for 

companies

Reserved for MM1,2 locomotive decoders (20 kHz, 80 & 256 addresses) Reserved

SX1 - accessories (extension)

Reserved for tractions (internal GUI identifiers)

MM1,2 accessory decoder (40 kHz, 320 & 1024 addresses)

Reserved

DCC accessories

DCC accessories

MFX

SX2

DCC
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Example (Hex):

Märklin Motorola with address 2: MM2 

accessories with address 3:

1.3.2 Creation of automatic UID and feedback UID

In the overall system there can be several devices with the capability of automation or a feedback option.

In order to be able to use these resources system-wide, it must be possible to address this ability. The possibility of feedback and automation are 

combined in a common address space.

These identifiers consist of two 16-bit partial identifiers: an assigned device identifier and an identifier for the automatic / feedback identifier in this 

device. This means that 65K devices with 65K functions each can be interconnected. The contact address and the automation address are thus formed 

using a combination of 16-bit device identifier and 16-bit contact / automatic identifier. All contacts and automatic functions in the system are addressed 

via this addressing.

These identifiers make it possible to use resources from one device for control in another device.

1.3.2.1 Device IDs

Resources in systems that have an S88 bus / feedback bus or that implement automation functions are assigned a 16-bit device identifier.

The master control center assigns the identification to the end devices when the system is started. There is no reset-proof storage in the 

devices.

This central management of the device IDs ensures that a failed device in the system can be replaced. The saved and used addressing in automatic 

functions can thus be adopted unchanged.

The master center saves a list of all known devices in the system and their nicknames as a .cs2 configuration file. The name / identifier can be 

preallocated meaningfully, but it must be possible for the user to change it.

1.3.2.2 Feedback IDs and automatic IDs

Both a feedback and an automation function are addressed via this identifier.

S88 /

Feedback IDs start in the high byte with 0 to a maximum of 63, the low byte in the range from 0 - 255. This means a maximum of 16,384 feedback 

contacts per device.

The value 64 is reserved for SX1 feedback.

Automatic functions begin in the high byte at 65 of the ASCII representation of "A". In the low byte, by convention, the values   currently begin with 

ASCII "1", decimal 49 (0x31). (This is the ASCII representation "A1" - thus the first memory function The gap between SX1 feedback and automatic 

functions is reserved.

The already existing automatic functions with the already assigned designation A1

- z8 addressed. New identifiers can be used to implement new automation functions.

Table of the resulting addressing.

Device identification start The End

0x0000 - 0x00 0x3F

0xFFFF 0 63

0x0000 - 0x40 0x40

0xFFFF 64 64

Base: 00 00 00 00 Base: 

00 00 30 00

Plus address:

Plus address:

00 00 00 02

00 00 30 03

use

S88 feedback

16384 detectors

Reserved SX1 feedback

128 detectors

0x00

0

0x00

0

0xFF

255

0xFF

255
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0x0000 -

0xFFFF

0x0000 -

0xFFFF

0x0000 -

0xFFFF

0x41

65

0x41

65

0x80

128

0x00

0

0x31

49

0x00

0

0x41

65

0x7F

127

0xFF 0xFF

255 255

0x30

48

0xFF

255

Free / reserve

Memory - automatic functions.

Starting with Ascii representation "A" "1"

Reserved

1.3.2.3 Automation addresses / feedback addresses

These addresses are made up of the device identifier (higher value) and the corresponding feedback identifier or automatic identifier. The device 

identifier forms the more significant part.

1.3.3 Speed   steps in the system

Velocities throughout the system are treated as 10-bit values. This value is independent of the real value sent to the locomotive (over the track). 

The range of values   used should go from 0 to 1000, 0 corresponds to a stationary locomotive, 1000 the maximum speed of a locomotive.

Values   above 1000 (up to 1023) may occur and must not disturb any recipient. The driving speed corresponds to the maximum.

The conversion into real possible speed steps is possible using the following arithmetic rules: System speed step = 1 + (track speed 

step - 1) * increment

Speed   steps

number

14th

27

28

31

126

Increment

77

38

37

33

8th

Track speed level 1 is therefore always system speed level 1. Track speed 

level 11 is at: 14 speed steps: 771

27 speed steps: 381

28 speed steps: 371

31 speed steps: 331

126 speed steps: 81
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1.4 Overview of command values

Overview table of command identifiers

command value Value in CAN-ID possible DLC

System commands

Locomotive Discovery

MFX bind

MFX Verify

Locomotive speed

Locomotive direction

Locomotive function

Read Config

Write Config

Switching accessories

Accessories config

S88 polling (feedback)

S88 event

SX1 event

Software status request / participant ping

Update offer

Read Config Data

Bootloader CAN bound, "Service" bootloader rails bound, 

"Service" status data configuration

Request Config Data, "Data Query" Config Data 

Stream

60128 (Connect 6021) Data Stream / old name 

"6021 adapter"

0x1C

0x1D

0x20

0x21

0x22

0x00

0x01

0x02

0x03

0x04

0x05

0x06

0x07

0x08

0x0B

0x0C

0x10

0x11

0x12

0x18

0x19

0x1A

0x1B

0x00

0x02

0x04

0x06

0x08

0x0A

0x0C

0x0E

0x10

0x16

0x18

0x20

0x22

0x24

0x30

0x32

0x34

0x36

0x38

0x3A

0x40

0x42

0x44

see below

0,1,5,6

6th

6.7

4.6

4.5

5.6.8

6.7

8th

6.8

5,6,7,8

7.8

5.6

0.5.7.8

8th

4.8

0,5,6,7,8

4,5,6,7,8

5.8

8th

6.7.8

5.6

Overview table of system commands and value subcommand

command Sub-CMD value possible DLC

System stop

System Go

System halt

Locomotive emergency stop

Locomotive cycle stop (terminate)

Locomotive data log

Switching time accessory decoder

Fast Read for mfx

Activate track log

System MFX new registration counter set system 

overload

System status

System identifier

Mfx Seek

System reset

0x00

0x01

0x02

0x03

0x04

0x05

0x06

0x07

0x08

0x09

0x0A

0x0B

0x0C

0x30

0x80

5

5

5

5

5

6th

5

6th

6th

7th

6th

6.8

5.7

6.7.8

6th
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2 system commands

System commands affect the track format processor directly and determine the functionality or the states.

In addition, the status of the track format processor is reported.

In addition to a UID, the commands also contain a command byte. This is used to identify the system command to be executed.

2.1 Command: System stop

Identifier:

System command ( 0x00 , in CAN ID: 0x00 )

Sub-CMD:

System stop ( 0x00 )

format :

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message System-

Priority command

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0 | 1

DLC

4 bit

5

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

Target device UID Sub-CMD

High Low 

stop

Description:

Track format processor stops operation on the main and programming track. No more electrical energy is supplied. All speed steps / function 

values   and settings are retained.

As a special form, a general stop command, which affects all track format processors, must be observed. A special target device UID is used for 

this purpose (0x0000)

Example:

00004711 5 00 00 00 00 00 Stop everyone

00004711 5 43 53 32 08 00 Stop at certain participants (CS2 with SNr. 08)

Answer:

Original command with set response bit Special features:

Stop is always triggered by the graphical user interface processor.

No speed step 0 or emergency stop is sent. After the Go system, all locomotives continue to run with the old setting or stop. This behavior is 

determined by the decoder.
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2.2 Command: System Go

Identifier:

System command ( 0x00 , in CAN ID: 0x00 )

Sub-CMD:

System Go ( 0x01 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message System

Priority command

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0 | 1

DLC

4 bit

5

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

Target device UID Sub-CMD

High Low 

Go

Description:

The track format processor activates the operation and supplies electrical energy. All speed levels / functions that may still be present or 

saved are sent again.

As a special form, a general Go command, which affects all track format processors, must be observed. A special target device UID is 

used for this purpose (0x0000).

Example:

00004711 5 00 00 00 00 01 Go to everyone

00004711 5 43 53 32 08 01 Go to certain subscribers (CS2 with SNr. 04)

Answer:

Original command with set response bit. Particularities:

Go is always triggered by the graphical user interface processor.
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2.3 Command: System halt

Identifier:

System command ( 0x00 , in CAN ID: 0x00 )

Sub-CMD:

System halt ( 0x02 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message System

Priority command

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0 | 1

DLC

4 bit

5

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

Target device UID Sub-CMD

High Low 

Stop

Description:

All locomotives, including the ABV, are ordered to stop (speed step 0). The digital signal remains on the track, after that no further 

commands are sent to the track. Electrical energy is still available. Useful for a defined shutdown of the system.

As a special form, a general system stop command, which affects all track format processors, must be observed. A special target device 

UID is used for this purpose (0x0000)

Example:

00004711 5 00 00 00 00 02 Stop everyone

00004711 5 43 53 32 08 02 Stop at certain subscribers (CS2 with SNr. 04)

Answer:

Original command with set response bit. Particularities:

Halt is always triggered by the graphical user interface processor.
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2.4 Command: Locomotive emergency stop

Identifier:

System command ( 0x00 , in CAN ID: 0x00 )

Sub-CMD:

Locomotive emergency stop ( 0x03 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message System

Priority command

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0 | 1

DLC

4 bit

5

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

Loc ID Sub-CMD

High Low 

Locomotive stop

Description:

Emergency stop or immediate stop of the locomotive, depending on the track protocol. A locomotive that has already been addressed by a 

command must be specified. If this locomotive is not in the cycle, it will not be included.

Example:

00004711 5 00 00 00 48 03 00004711 

5 00 00 C0 03 03 00004711 5 00 00 40 

05 03

Answer:

Original command with set response bit. Particularities:

Emergency stop is not implemented as a speed step so that there is no misinterpretation with different protocols.

Emergency stop is always triggered by the graphical user interface processor. The first command 

includes the locomotive in the cycle, the emergency stop is sent.

Locomotive emergency stop MM2 72 

Locomotive emergency stop DCC addr. 3 

Locomotive emergency stop MFX SID 5
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2.5 Command: End locomotive cycle

Identifier:

System command ( 0x00 , in CAN ID: 0x00 )

Sub-CMD:

Locomotive cycle stop ( 0x04 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message System

Priority command

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0 | 1

DLC

4 bit

5

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

Loc ID Sub-CMD

High Low 

cycle

Description:

Delete the locomotive from the management list of the track format processor. The locomotive no 

longer receives any commands (no refresh cycle).

The locomotive is only addressed again and supplied with track telegrams when a speed step is set or when a function is 

addressed.

Example:

00004711 5 00 00 00 48 04 00004711 

5 00 00 C0 03 04 00004711 5 00 00 40 

05 04 00004711 5 43 53 32 08 04 

00004711 5 00 00 00 00 04

(UID 00 00 00 00 broadcast to all)

Answer:

Original command with set response bit. Particularities:

Always triggered by the graphical user interface processor.

If the Loc-ID corresponds to the UID of the track format processor, the entire locomotive management table is deleted.

End of cycle MM2 72 End of cycle 

DCC addr. 3 End of cycle MFX SID 

5

End of cycle of all locomotives in the track format processor with UID = 43 53 32 08 End of cycle of all 

locomotives on all of the track format processors
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2.6 Command: Locomotive data protocol

Identifier:

System command ( 0x00 , in CAN ID: 0x00 )

Sub-CMD:

Locomotive data protocol ( 0x05 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message System

Priority command

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0 | 1

DLC

4 bit

6th

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

Loc ID Sub-CMD Track-

High Low 

protocol protocol

Description:

Change the track sub-log or choose a value that differs from the default value, but not the basic track log, otherwise the Loc-ID will be 

changed.

So DCC remains DCC, MM2 remains MM2, ....

The following track log changes are possible (values   for the track log parameters): For MM2:

0: MM2 2040, control locomotives with 20 kHz and FDEC with 40 kHz 1: MM2_LOK_20, 

only control locomotives with 20 kHz. 2: MM2_FKT_40, only control FDEC with 40 kHz.

At DCC:

0: DCC short address, 28 speed steps [= DCC-FS-Default], 1: DCC short address, 

14 speed steps

2: DCC short address, 126 speed steps 3: DCC long 

address, 28 speed steps 4: DCC long address, 126 

speed steps

Example:

00004711 6 00 00 C0 03 05 02 Response:

Original command with set response bit.

If the Loc-ID is invalid (not DCC, not MM2), no response is sent. Particularities:

Is always triggered by the graphical user interface processor. The first command 

records the locomotive / function decoder in a cycle.

Control DCC Adr 03 with 126 speed steps
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2.7 Command: Set switching time accessory decoder

Identifier:

System command ( 0x00 , in CAN ID: 0x00 )

Sub-CMD:

Switching time ( 0x06 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message System

Priority command

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

1

DLC

4 bit

7th

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

Target device UID Sub-CMD <time>

High Low 

Switching time High 

Low

Description:

Define the default time for switching accessories.

Time can also be specified with the switching command.

Time in 10 ms steps, a maximum of 163 seconds around 2:45 min, value 0 is again the default switching time. Example:

00004711 7 00 00 00 00 06 0A Set switching time 100 ms Response:

Original command with set response bit. Particularities:

Always triggered by the graphical user interface processor.
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2.8 Command: Fast Read for mfx SID address

Identifier:

System command ( 0x00 , in CAN ID: 0x00 )

Sub-CMD:

Fast Read ( 0x07 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message System

Priority command

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0 | 1

DLC

4 bit

7th

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

sender G device UID Sub-CMD MFX-SID

High Low 

Fast read High 

Low

Description:

As of GFP version 2, the waiting time between read commands is suppressed for this MFX SID.

Fast read is only possible with decoders of the newer generation. First generation Mfx decoders are not designed for this and will be destroyed 

as a result.

Fast Read can only be activated after a plausibility check by the GFP. The UID for this SID must be from the Märklin mfx decoder range. 

(Starting with 0x7F). This is achieved through an mfx Verify. This verify must be carried out before this command and answered positively.

Answer:

Always: Original command with set response bit. Particularities:

In V1.0 the command is discarded.

Always triggered by the graphical user interface processor.
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2.9 Command: Enable track protocol

Identifier:

System command ( 0x00 , in CAN ID: 0x00 )

Sub-CMD:

Track protocol ( 0x08 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message System

Priority command

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0 | 1

DLC

4 bit

6th

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

Target device UID Sub-CMD Param

High Low 

TrackProt

Description:

Activates or blocks corresponding protocols on the track. Parameter enables the corresponding track protocols in bit-coded 

form.

A set bit enables the corresponding protocol, a deleted one suppresses it. After the reset, all protocols are released.

Bit# protocol

0 MM2

1 MFX

2 DCC

3 Res

4th Res

5 Res

6th Res

7th Res

Answer:

Original command with set response bit Special features:

GFP can only handle MM2, mfx and DCC.

When the mfx is switched off, no more mfx locomotives are searched for.

The settings are not saved in the track format processor. This parameter must be set anew with each start.
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2.10 Command: Set system MFX new registration counter

Identifier:

System command ( 0x00 , in CAN ID: 0x00 )

Sub-CMD:

Registration counter ( 0x09 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message System

Priority command

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

1

DLC

4 bit

7th

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

Target device UID Sub-CMD New registration e counter

High Low 

MFX NAZ High 

Low

Description:

Change the new registration counter of the track format processor. For MFX subsystem. Example:

00004711 7 43 53 32 08 09 00 02 Set new registration counter to 2nd answer:

Original command with set response bit. Particularities:

Always triggered by the graphical user interface processor.
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2.11 Command: System overload

Identifier:

System command ( 0x00 , in CAN ID: 0x00 )

Sub-CMD:

Overload ( 0x0A )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message System

Priority command

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

1

DLC

4 bit

6th

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

sender G device UID (Track format Sub-CMD Channel-

P

High processor) Low 

Overload number

Description:

A participant uses this to report that the values   permitted in operation have been exceeded. The cause is shown in the channel number.

The channel numbers are clearly defined for each device. The meaning of the channel can be determined using the "Status data configuration" 

command. Channel number is communicated with the query.

Example:

00004711 6 43 53 32 08 0A 01 Response:

This "command" is only sent as a response. Particularities:

Always triggered by the track format processor.

Channel number 1 reports overload.
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2.12 Command: System Status

Identifier:

System command ( 0x00 , in CAN ID: 0x00 )

Sub-CMD:

Status ( 0x0B )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message System

Priority command

Message System

Priority command

Message System

Priority command

Message System

Priority command

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0

0

1

1

DLC

4 bit

6th

8th

7th

8th

D byte 0 D byte 1 8 bits 

8 bit

Target device UID

High

sender G device UID

High

Target device UID

High

sender G device UID

High

D byte 2

8 bit

D byte 3

8 bit

Low

Low

Low

Low

D byte 4

8 bit

Sub-CMD

status

Sub-CMD

status

Sub-CMD

status

Sub-CMD

status

D byte 5

8 bit

Channel-

number

Channel-

number

Channel-

number

Channel-

number

D byte 6

8 bit

D byte 7

8 bit

Configurati onswert

High Low

TRUE /

FALSE

Measured value

High Low

Description:

Inquiry about the current consumption values   of the track format processor. Targeted request from an operator panel. Only the track format 

processor, whose UID is in the frame, reports its value.

The channel numbers are clearly defined for each device. The "Status data configuration" command can be used to determine the number of 

channels, meaning and configuration of the channel.

Triggering of the request by DLC = 6 and missing measured value & resp. Bit.

Response with DLC = 8 and measured value, as well as set Resp. Bit. Device UID 

determines the requested device.

This command is used to display the status of a participant. These queries should only take place if the data is really needed and displayed. 

Cyclical queries that are not required for the graphic display should be made at a time interval of <10s.

Set a configuration value for the track format processor. Which values   can be set can be determined using the "Status data configuration" 

command. Successful setting of a value is acknowledged with an answer.

The answer to setting a configuration value is with DLC = 7. The result of the operation is in the answer byte: If valid, the answer is TRUE 

(0x01), if invalid, FALSE (0x00).

Example:

00004711 6 43 53 32 08 0B 01 00014711 8 43 53 

32 08 0B 01 00 03

Particularities:

If the channel number does not exist, confirmed.

Query using the bradcast address 0x00 00 00 00 is possible, but it cannot be assigned to the end device. Command is confirmed with the 

original request address.

Always triggered by the graphical user interface processor.

Answer with measured value

so the original query with DLC = 6 and missing measured value

Query of the measured value channel number 1
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2.13 Command: Device ID

Identifier:

System command ( 0x00 , in CAN ID: 0x00 )

Sub-CMD:

Identifier ( 0x0C )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message System

Priority command

Message System

Priority command

Message System

Priority command

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0

0

1

DLC

4 bit

5

7th

7th

D byte 0 D byte 1 8 bits 

8 bit

Target device UID

High

Target device UID

High

Target device UID

High

D byte 2

8 bit

D byte 3

8 bit

Low

Low

Low

D byte 4

8 bit

Sub-CMD

Identifier

Sub-CMD

Identifier

Sub-CMD

Identifier

D byte 5

8 bit

D byte 6

8 bit

D byte 7

8 bit

System connoisseur

High Low

System connoisseur

High Low

Description:

For devices with S88 bus / feedback bus and automation modules:

Setting or communicating a 16-bit identifier to create a unique automatic UID.

If the command is sent with a missing device identifier, a valid identifier is requested. If the command is sent with a device identifier, this 

command sets the identifier.

The master control center assigns the device ID to the terminal devices when the system is started. There is no reset-proof storage in the 

devices.

The master center saves a list of all known devices in the system and their nicknames as a .cs2 configuration file.

Particularities:

System IDs with the value "0" or 0xFFFF "are invalid and should lead to a message in the graphical user interface processor that a valid ID 

should be entered.

For more information, see the explanation of the "Automatic UID".
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2.14 Command: System reset

Identifier:

System command ( 0x00 , in CAN ID: 0x00 )

Sub-CMD:

Set UID ( 0x80 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message System

Priority command

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0 | 1

DLC

4 bit

6th

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

Target device UID Sub-CMD Reset target

High Low 

Reset

Description:

Resetting the device.

Particularities:
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3 administration

Management commands are used to control the receivers addressed by the track format processor. This should not contain any commands that 

affect the behavior of the track format processor.

3.1 Command: Locomotive Discovery

Identifier:

Discovery ( 0x01 , in CAN ID: 0x02 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message Discovery

Priority

Message Discovery

Priority

Message Discovery

Priority

Message Discovery

Priority

0 | 1

0

0 | 1

1

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

DLC

4 bit

0

1

5

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

Protocol-

Identifier

MFX-UID / Loc-ID

High

MFX-UID / Loc-ID

High

Range /

Protocol-

Identifier

Range

Low

6th ASK-

relationship

Low

Description:

Search for locomotives on the track. The track is determined by the protocol identifier. Requests:

Form 1: DLC = 0: Start "Detect all protocols". ( later> = V2.0 )

Recognition according to data protocol, protocol - identifier determines data protocol,

Track format processor makes MFX - Discovery / Locomotive recognition independent. The intermediate 

discovery steps are communicated in form 3. Only one decoder is recognized per recognition process.

Answer:

Positive with DLC = 5 and (previously) found address Negative: DLC = 0

1.) Single - MFX - Discovery: Sending the request with range (= info length of the bits) (implemented in V1.0)

2.) Other detection: Address and protocol are extracted from Loc-ID. With this data an attempt is made to identify 

this address on the track.

Form 2: DLC = 1:

Form 3: DLC = 5:

Reply:

To display the MFX recognition, the intermediate steps are also communicated in a cycle controlled by the track format processor. Only a range 

= 32 determines the complete decoder UID.

To debug: DLC = 6: single - MFX - Discovery: response with range and ASK ratio.

inquiry P rogrammiergle is:

Protocol Range / comment

Protocol-

Identifier

0-32MFX: = Range. Request to recognize the locomotive on the programming track. When the locomotive 

answers, the answer bit is set

Special case: Range = 0: A decoder is forced to re-register on the PGL.
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MM2:

MM2:

DCC:

33

34

35

Detection of the MM2 locomotive on the programming track.

The MM2 address is reported in the response. (20 kHz)

Detection of the MM2 locomotive on the programming track.

The MM2 address is reported in the response. (40 kHz) (> V3.0)

Reading out the DDC address on the programming track.

Causes the same process as 36, reply either 35 or 36. The short DCC address is reported 

in the reply.

Reading out the DDC address on the programming track.

Causes the same process as 35, reply either 35 or 36. The long DCC address is reported in 

the reply.

DCC recognition (interval nesting algorithm with DCC-K = 127 addr). The DCC address is 

reported in the response. (> V3.0)

Reading out the SX1 address on the programming track. The SX1 address is 

reported in the response. (> V3.0)

Recognize (interval nesting algorithm with addr 0-99) The SX1 address is reported in 

the response. (> V3.0)

DCC 36

DCC:

SX1:

SX1:

37

38

39

inquiry Main track:

MFX: 64-96

MM2: 98

DCC: 99

DCC: 100

SX1: 101

SX1: 102

Range = value mod 64.

Request to recognize the locomotive on the main track. When the 

locomotive answers, the answer bit is set

Invalid, because hardware is not possible Invalid, because 

hardware is not possible Invalid, because hardware is not 

possible Invalid, because hardware is not possible Invalid, 

because hardware is not possible

Example:

00024711 1 20

00024711 5 FF FF FF FF 00 00024711 

1 21

Particularities:

Always triggered by the graphical user interface processor. A discovery should only be triggered by the master operator panel. Otherwise, 

arrangements must be made for the simultaneous release of dicovers.

Responses to a discovery should and may be received by all participants and also evaluated accordingly.

Mfx Discovery does not differentiate between main track and programming track.

If an MFX locomotive according to Form 1 is searched for, the complete cycle with 32 steps is carried out with a response.

ASK ratio is a parameter for the quality of the MFX feedback signals.

In the case of a complete cycle, the last message is sent with and without an ASK ratio.

This command is a programming command that is being processed sequentially. These are not cached in a command queue. The next 

programming command may only be requested after a response from the Gleis Format Processor. Exactly one programming command is 

processed by the track format processor at the same time.

Full mfx discovery cycle

Range 0 MFX Discovery MM2 

Discovery
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3.2 Command: MFX Bind

Identifier:

Bind ( 0x02 , in CAN ID: 0x04 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message Bind

Priority

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0 | 1

DLC

4 bit

6th

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

MFX-UID MFX-SID

High Low High Low

Description:

Assign the MFX-SID to an MFX decoder with MFX-UID using mfx-BIND, register an mfx locomotive found by Discovery. The decoder can 

then be addressed with a Loc-ID.

Automated address assignment has been implemented for mfx decoders. In the GUI these are selected by the locomotive name and also 

driven by this identifier. A rail address is not visible here. However, the control unit uses an address to control the decoder.

Furthermore, every decoder has a unique UID with which it is known in the system. The identifier is used for the login procedure (see 

Discovery). The bind command assigns a shorter rail address to the decoder. The decoder can be controlled through this rail address and it no 

longer takes part in the registration process.

Example:

00044711 6 FF FA 8C 43 00 05 00054711 6 

FF FA 8C 43 00 05

Answer:

Original command with set response bit. Answer indicates the end of execution. Particularities:

Only valid for MFX.

Always triggered by the graphical user interface processor. The bind should only be triggered from the master operator panel. Otherwise, 

provisions must be made for the simultaneous release of binds.

Responses to a bind should and may be received by all participants and evaluated accordingly.

This command is a programming command that is being processed sequentially. These are not cached in a command queue. The next 

programming command may only be requested after a response from the Gleis Format Processor. Exactly one programming command is 

processed by the track format processor at the same time.

Bind UID: FF FA 8C 43 on SID: 05 response
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3.3 Command: MFX Verify

Identifier:

Verify ( 0x03 , in CAN ID: 0x06 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message Verify

Priority

Message Verify

Priority

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0 | 1

1

DLC

4 bit

6th

7th

D byte 0

8 bit

MFX-UID

High

MFX-UID

High

D byte 1

8 bit

D byte 2

8 bit

D byte 3

8 bit

Low

Low

D byte 4

8 bit

MFX-SID

High

MFX-SID

High

D byte 5

8 bit

Low

Low

D byte 6

8 bit

D byte 7

8 bit

ASK-

relationship

Description:

DLC = 6:

Inquiry to check whether a locomotive is available under the combination MFX-UID / MFX-SID. DLC = 7:

If this combination exists, a confirmation with MFX-UID and MFX-SID as well as the ASK ratio (quality of the response) is sent. If the answer 

is negative, the SID is set to 0x0000.

Example:

00064711 6 FF FA 8C 43 00 05 00074711 6 FF 

FA 8C 43 00 00 00074711 7 FF FA 8C 43 00 05 

D1

Answer:

DLC = 6: If the combination does not exist, the SID is set to 0x0000 in the response with the response bit set.

DLC = 7: If the combination is available, the original command is sent as the response with the response bit set and the ASK ratio in D byte 6.

Particularities:

Only valid for MFX.

If a bound MFX decoder receives an incorrect combination of MFX-UID and MFX-SID, an UnBIND is triggered in the locomotive decoder with 

the corresponding MFX-SID.

Is always triggered by an operator panel. The verification should only be triggered from the master operating device. Otherwise, precautions 

must be taken to trigger verifys at the same time.

Answers to a verify should and may be received by all participants and evaluated accordingly.

This command is a programming command that is being processed sequentially. These are not cached in a command queue. The next 

programming command may only be requested after a response from the Gleis Format Processor. Exactly one programming command is 

processed by the track format processor at the same time.

Verify FF FA 8C 43 on SID 05 response 

negative

Answer positive with ASK ratio 0xD1
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3.4 Command: locomotive speed

Identifier:

Locomotive speed ( 0x04 , in CAN ID: 0x08 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message Locomotive

Priority Speed

Message Locomotive

Priority Speed

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0 | 1

0 | 1

DLC

4 bit

4th

6th

D byte 0

8 bit

Loc ID

High

Loc ID

High

D byte 1

8 bit

D byte 2

8 bit

D byte 3

8 bit

Low

Low

D byte 4

8 bit

D byte 5

8 bit

D byte 6

8 bit

D byte 7

8 bit

Speed opportunity

High Low

Description:

This is the command for locomotives. If the Loc-ID is known, a locomotive can be driven immediately. A display can be continuously 

updated by evaluating the move commands (responses).

Velocities throughout the system are treated as 10-bit values. This value is independent of the real value sent to the locomotive (over the 

track). The range of values   used should go from 0 to 1000, 0 corresponds to a stationary locomotive, 1000 the maximum speed of a 

locomotive.

Values   above 1000 (up to 1023) may occur and should not disturb any recipient. The driving speed corresponds to the maximum.

DLC = 6, setting the speed step:

Locomotive with LOC-ID is controlled with speed. Speed   in the range from 0 to 1024 (10 bit). For all protocols, the speed is converted to the 

real possible speed level. Speed   step 0 is a locomotive stop command with set acceleration and braking delay (not an emergency stop).

DLC = 4, query of the speed step:

Query of the current speed if the speed value is missing (DLC = 4) Example:

00084711 6 00 00 08 03 03 20 00084711 6 

00 00 08 03 00 A0 00084711 6 00 00 40 01 

03 20 00084711 6 00 00 C0 03 01 20 

00084711 6 00 00 C0 03 00 A0

Answer:

Setting a speed:

Original command with set response bit. Reading the speed:

Set the answer in the form of speed if the locomotive is known.

Otherwise missing speed information (original request). Particularities:

The first command records the locomotive / function decoder in a cycle.

Locomotive speed SX1 addr 3, V = 0x0320 = 800 of 1024 locomotive speed SX1 

addr 3, V = 0x00A0 = 10 of 1024 locomotive speed mfx addr 1, V = 0x0320 = 800 

of 1024 locomotive speed DCC addr 3

Locomotive speed DCC addr 3
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3.5 Command: locomotive direction

Identifier:

Locomotive direction ( 0x05 , in CAN ID: 0x0A )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message Locomotive

Priority direction

Message Locomotive

Priority direction

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0

0 | 1

DLC

4 bit

4th

5

D byte 0

8 bit

Loc ID

High

Loc ID

High

D byte 1

8 bit

D byte 2

8 bit

D byte 3

8 bit

Low

Low

D byte 4

8 bit

D byte 5

8 bit

D byte 6

8 bit

D byte 7

8 bit

direction

Description:

Querying or setting the direction of travel of a locomotive DLC = 4, 

querying the direction:

Inquire about current direction. Response with 5 bytes in the form of "Set direction". DLC = 5, setting the 

direction:

Changing the direction of travel according to the "Direction" parameter. If the direction is changed, the track format processor ensures 

speed step 0, the locomotive is braked with the "ABV" decoder. If the direction is not changed, the speed level is not changed.

Meaning parameter direction:

0 = direction of travel remains

1 = direction of travel forward 2 = 

direction of travel backward

3 = change direction of travel Rest: 

direction remains

Answer:

Setting the direction:

Original command with set response bit.

Query the direction:

Answer in the form of "set direction". An answer will always be given, even if the locomotive is not known.

Particularities:

The first command records the locomotive / function decoder in a cycle.

Depending on the locomotive decoder, the reversal of direction may only take place when the vehicle is stationary. The new direction 

is always sent by the track format processor.

Always triggered by the graphical user interface processor.
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3.6 Command: Locomotive function

Identifier:

Locomotive function ( 0x06 , in CAN ID: 0x0C )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message Locomotive

Priority function

Message Locomotive

Priority function

Message Locomotive

Priority function

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0

0 | 1

0 | 1

DLC

4 bit

5

6th

8th

D byte 0

8 bit

Loc ID

High

Loc ID

High

Loc ID

High

D byte 1

8 bit

D byte 2

8 bit

D byte 3

8 bit

Low

Low

Low

D byte 4

8 bit

function

function

function

D byte 5

8 bit

D byte 6

8 bit

D byte 7

8 bit

value

value Function value

Description:

Trigger / switch off or query the locomotive function.

Function is in the range 0-31. 0 corresponds to F0, 31 corresponds to F31. The status of other functions is not saved in the track format 

processor.

Value in the range from 0 to 31, 0 = off, 1 - 31 on. For protocols that support a function value, this is sent to the decoder. Function values   are 

not saved in the track format processor, only the status.

DLC = 5: Query status of the function.

Query the status of a function. Delivery is only active or inactive, not a possible dimming status from the track format processor, not from the 

query of the decoder.

DLC = 6: Activate a function.

Switching on a function. Depending on the track protocol, the corresponding function is switched on or controlled with the corresponding 

dimming value. The valid range of a function value depends on the locomotive decoders and the track protocol.

DLC = 8: Activation of a value with special functions. (Later, not currently implemented).

As with DLC = 6. Function value is transmitted to the locomotive decoder. Particularities:

The first command records the locomotive / function decoder in a cycle.

Dimming functions and dimming values   are not kept in the track format processor (memory). Active (1) is reported as long as the dimming 

value is to be active.

Always triggered by the graphical user interface processor.
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3.7 Command: Read Config

Identifier:

Read Config ( 0x07 , in CAN ID: 0x0E )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message Read

Priority Config

Message Read

Priority Config

Message Read

Priority Config

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0

1

1

DLC

4 bit

7th

7th

6th

D byte 0

8 bit

Loc ID

High

Loc ID

High

Loc ID

High

D byte 1

8 bit

D byte 2

8 bit

D byte 3

8 bit

Low

Low

Low

D byte 4 D byte 5 8 bits 

8 bit

CV index (6 bit)

CV number (10 bit)

CV index (6 bit)

CV number (10 bit)

CV index (6 bit)

CV number (10 bit)

D byte 6

8 bit

number

value

D byte 7

8 bit

Description:

Reading of values   from feedback-capable decoders.

When making an inquiry, the CV number and the start index are given. The number of bytes to be read determines how many are to be read. 

Depending on the number of bytes to be read, a request can trigger several responses.

The protocol and address of the decoder are determined by Loc-ID.

CV number determines which configuration variable is to be read. A total of 1024 addresses are possible. The CV number is in D byte 5 

and the 2 least significant bits of D byte 4.

CV index determines the index of the CV number to be read. CV index is only allowed for Mfx. The CV index is in the 6 most significant bits of D 

byte 4.

With the response, a value is sent byte by byte. The CV number and CV index determine which bytes are involved. Placeholder number now 

contains the read value.

If no value could be read out, this is reported with the negative acknowledgment with DLC = 6, i.e. the missing value.

Protocol-typical value ranges and behavior: DCC:

CV index is not dealt with. CV number is in the range 1 - 1024.

The "Number" parameter determines the number of bytes to be read from the specified start CV number. Value "00" for "Number" 

reads 256 bytes from the decoder.

The byte read is appended as a response. CV number will be updated in the answer. If no value could be read out, a frame with DLC = 6 and 

missing D byte 6 is output.

Decoder can only be read on the programming track. MFX:

CV number is in the range between 1 and 1024.

CV index is taken into account and lies in the range between 0 and 63.

The "Number" parameter determines the number of bytes to be read from the specified start CV index. Parameter CV number remains constant. 

A maximum of 63 bytes can be read out per command. The track format processor breaks down the read request into multi-byte read commands 

and reads a maximum of 4 bytes from the decoder at the same time.

The byte read is appended as a response. CV index is updated in the answer. If no value could be read out, a frame with DLC = 6 and 

missing D byte 6 is output.
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The decoder can be read on the main track and the programming track. There is no differentiation.

SX1:

CV index is not dealt with. CV number is in the range 1 - 5.

The "Number" parameter determines the number of bytes to be read from the specified start CV number "CV number". A maximum of 

5 bytes can be read.

The byte read is appended as a response. CV number will be updated in the answer. If no value could be read out, a frame with DLC = 6 and 

missing D byte 6 is output.

Since SX1 does not recognize numbering of the configuration values, the following implementation is carried out:

CV number meaning

1 address

2 Top speed

3 acceleration

4th Pulse width of the motor pulse

5 1/2 - holding sections

A decoder can only be read on the programming track. MM2:

MM2 locomotives cannot be read out. Particularities:

Always triggered by the graphical user interface processor. The command does not 

include the locomotive / function decoder in a cycle. Depending on the protocol, only 

possible on the programming track.

This command is a programming command that is being processed sequentially. These are not cached in a command queue. The next 

programming command may only be requested after a response from the Gleis Format Processor. Exactly one programming command is 

processed by the track format processor at the same time.
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3.8 Command: Write Config

Identifier:

Write Config ( 0x08 , in CAN ID: 0x10 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message Write

Priority Config

Message Write

Priority Config

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0

1

DLC

4 bit

8th

8th

D byte 0

8 bit

Loc ID

High

Loc ID

High

D byte 1

8 bit

D byte 2

8 bit

D byte 3

8 bit

Low

Low

D byte 4 D byte 5 8 bits 

8 bit

CV index (6 bit)

CV number (10Bit)

CV index (6 bit)

CV number (10Bit)

D byte 6

8 bit

value

value

D byte 7

8 bit

Ctrl (2Bit)

Rslt (2Bit)

Description:

Writing of CV values   in a programmable decoder.

Different parameters are possible depending on the protocol of the decoder to be programmed. If possible, the writing of the CV values   is 

verified by a subsequent reading. The result of the verification is reported in the confirmation frame. (> V3.0)

Loc-ID contains the protocol and address of the decoder to be programmed.

CV number determines which configuration variable should be changed. A total of 1024 addresses are possible. The CV number is in D byte 

5 and the 2 low-order bits of D byte 4.

CV index defines a possible index of the CV number to be changed. CV index is only allowed for Mfx. The CV index is in the 6 most significant 

bits of D byte 4.

Parameter value contains the byte to be written. With the "DCC bit programming" programming type, the data byte has the information in the 

corresponding DCC format:

1111DBBB D: value of the bit, BBB: bit position.

The meaning of the last byte in the telegram is different for request and confirmation:

Requirement:

Ctrl (bit 8 & bit 7) contains instructions for the command.

Bit 8: Differentiation of track Main track (value = 1) or programming track (value = 0)

Bit 7: multi-byte writing Further write commands follow.

Bit 6: DCC programming type 1 (DCC register or direct / bit programming)

Bit 5: DCC programming type 2 number 

(bits 4 to 0) is reserved DCC programming 

type selection:

DCC1 DCC2 Art

0 0 Direct programming

0 1 Programming tab

1 0 Bit programming

1 1 Reserved

Confirmation:

The result (bit 8 & bit 7) contains the results to be written and verified:

Bit 8: Writing successfully actuated by the controller. Bit 7: Verification 

was successful.
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Depending on the type of decoder, negative results can still be successful. For example, if they can neither read nor confirm.

Protocol-typical value ranges and behavior: DCC:

CV index is not dealt with. CV number is in the range 

1 - 1024.

Writing on the programming track and main track

The decoder can be completely written to on the programming track.

Parameters that can be manipulated with "POM" can also be changed on the main track. MFX:

CV number is in the range between 1 and 1024.

CV index is observed and lies in the range between 1 and 63.

Writing takes place on the main track and the programming track. SX1:

CV index is not dealt with. CV number is in the range 1 - 5.

A decoder can only be programmed on the programming track.

With SX1 the parameters have no numbers. The following implementation is carried out:

CV number meaning

1 address

2 Top speed

3 acceleration

4th Pulse width of the motor pulse

5 1/2 - holding sections

MM2:

CV index is not dealt with. CV number is in the range 1 - 256.

Programming can only take place on the programming track.

The "MM2 programming address" can be defined using the MM2 address specified in the Loc-ID. A programmable MM2 decoder can either be 

programmed to its own address or to address 80. Please note this on the main track.

Particularities:

Always triggered by the graphical user interface processor. The command does not 

include the locomotive / function decoder in a cycle.

With MM2, this address determines the programming address at which programming takes place. So also addresses that differ 

from address 80.

This command is a programming command that is being processed sequentially. These are not cached in a command queue. The next 

programming command may only be requested after a response from the Gleis Format Processor. Exactly one programming command is 

processed by the track format processor at the same time.
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4 accessory commands

The position of the accessories is not saved in the track format processor. A function can always be 

switched off (even before the time expires).

4.1 Command: Switch accessories

Identifier:

Switch accessories ( 0x0B , in CAN ID: 0x16 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message equipment

Priority Switching

Message equipment

Priority Switching

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0 | 1

0 | 1

DLC

4 bit

6th

8th

D byte 0

8 bit

Loc ID

High

Loc ID

High

D byte 1

8 bit

D byte 2

8 bit

D byte 3

8 bit

Low

Low

D byte 4

8 bit

position

position

D byte 5

8 bit

electricity

electricity

D byte 6

8 bit

D byte 7

8 bit

Switching time /

Special function value

Description:

Send switching command to accessory decoder. DLC = 6:

Switching with default timeout / system timeout of the track format processor (see command: "Switching time accessory decoder")

- Position 0 - 255, different values   possible depending on the protocol.

- Current 0 - 31 (dimming function, depending on the support provided by the protocol) 0: 

Turn off.

1: Turn on.

> 1: Switch on with special function value if the protocol supports this.

- Switching time: Track format processor-controlled switching time in 10ms steps.

If switching time = 0: Track format processor only switches on.

The track format processor can only implement switching times in the telegram frame grid. Switching times are only 

to be observed rudimentary.

The track format processor switches off when current = 0 OR after the default time. (The default can be determined by the system 

command "Set switching time accessory decoder", the default is approx. 1 s.)

Protocol-specific position coding MM3:

Bit 0.1: position:

00: Off, Round, Red, Right, HP0 01: On, 

Green, Straight, HP1 10: Yellow, Left, HP2

11: Weis, SH0

DCC: Only position 0 (off) or 1 (on) possible. SX1: Only position 0 

(off) or 1 (on) possible. Particularities:

Always triggered by the graphical user interface processor.

Switching commands are sent prioritized by the track format processor, before movement / function commands.
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5 responses

Addressing of contacts in the Märklin digital system

S88 contacts can be located on several devices in the system. So on every CS2 or on several S88 devices. The aim is to create a unique 32-bit 

contact identifier, which also enables a device to be exchanged.

Creation of a contact identifier from 2 parts:

16 bit "device identification", 16 bit contact number -> thus a maximum of 32 bit "UID" number.

The contact identifier is formed from a configured designation (the device identifier)   and the contact number in the device. (Requires the device 

to be set up, see system command "Device identification") This system enables a device to be replaced without the

Automation functions would have to be adapted to the changed device addresses. See also description of the feedback UIDs

Compatibility mode (S88 polling):

Register based. Analogous to the original system of the S88 feedback, reading clears the registers.

Can be used if exactly one control unit evaluates the feedback. As a compatibility mode for existing control implementations.

New message system in the Märklin Digital System

The basis of this extension is:

Changes to contacts result in messages on the communication bus. One message for actuation and one for becoming free is 

generated for each contact.

Query of the current occupied status of a contact. Reading maintains the state. Multiple reading is possible, even from different 

devices.

Extension when reading: Here the time is reported since the last change of the status. Request: Time to the last flank and time to the 

penultimate flank. (Can be used for speed determination.)?

•

•

•

Measures to reduce the flood of messages

These measures serve to reduce the bus load caused by many messages:

Filter for "flickering" contacts:

"Free - debouncing" Short free breaks are filtered, ie the "Free" event is only sent if there is no new occupancy within a timeout.

Depending on the feedback device, this function can also take place as general debouncing.

Size of the system -> high number of feedback contacts

Are feedback contacts from bus participants evaluated? So only send if there is an interested party? This could only be of interest for CS2. 

CAN-S88 device rather not because it does not evaluate any contacts.

•

•
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5.1 Command: S88 polling

Identifier:

S88 polling ( 0x10 , in CAN ID: 0x20 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message S88 polling 0 prio

Message S88 polling 1 priority

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

DLC

4 bit

5

7th

D byte 0 D byte 1 8 bits 

8 bit

Device UID

High

Device UID

High

D byte 2

8 bit

D byte 3

8 bit

Low

Low

D byte 4

8 bit

Module-

number

module

D byte 5

8 bit

D byte 6

8 bit

D byte 7

8 bit

Status

Description:

Compatibility mode to the existing S88 system.

a.) Acts like the old commands 6050/6051. "Reads in the S88 bus" and thus deletes the intermediate buffers / registers.

b.) Querying the current status of an input. Returns the status of the last read cycle from the S88 bus.

The associated system and S88 module are specified in the request using the start contact ID. The number of modules to be 

queried is specified in the number of modules parameter.

The answer is always module-based. The status of the 16 inputs of an S88 module is reported back for each response. If more than one 

module is queried, the receiver replies with several reply telegrams, one telegram per module. The corresponding information is in the contact 

ID and module, in the state the current S88 occupied state.

Particularities:

By deleting the intermediate buffer, each participant in a multi-device environment must "listen in" to the answers.

Due to the new concept of the Märklin Digital System, this command should not be used. It enables several participants to evaluate feedback 

and handle several feedback buses.
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5.2 Command: Feedback event

Identifier:

S88 event ( 0x11 , in CAN ID: 0x22 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message Feedback 0

Priority Event

Message Feedback 0

Priority Event

Message Feedback 1

Priority Event

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

DLC

4 bit

4th

5

8th

D byte 0 D byte 1 8 bits 

8 bit

Device codes ner

High Low

Device codes ner

High Low

Device codes ner

High Low

D byte 2 D byte 3 8 bits 

8 bit

Contact tion

High Low

Contact tion

High Low

Contact tion

High Low

D byte 4

8 bit

D byte 5

8 bit

D byte 6

8 bit

D byte 7

8 bit

parameter

Status

old

Status

New

time

Description:

Message for status changes in the system. The message is designed in such a way that analog values   can also be 

communicated.

Form 1, DLC = 4: Query the current status of an input, answer with DLC = 8

Form 2, DLC = 5: Register an input for distributed application and activate the sending of status changes, response with DLC = 

8.

The response to a command always takes place with DLC = 8. The current status of the feedback is reported in the response. Other 

participants can use this message so that the internal status can be corrected.

It is not yet possible to determine which properties a feedback device has. Counting modules, speed modules, etc. are considered here.
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6 Other commands

6.1 Command: Software version request / participant ping

Identifier:

Software version / participant ping ( 0x18 , in CAN ID: 0x30 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message SW version 0 | 1

Priority inquiry

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

DLC

4 bit

0 | 8

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

sender Device UID SW version number Device ID

High Low

Description:

Each device responds with the appropriate data. This enables the configuration query of all participants that can be reached on the CAN 

bus.

DLC = 0:

Query of all participants on the bus. DLC = 8

In the response, the UID is replaced by that of the responding device. This allows the graphical user interface processor to determine 

which devices are connected.

Version number is an identifier of the software version.

The type information of the device is encoded in byte 6 and byte 7 (DB). The following device IDs are currently defined:

Device identifier device

0x00 0x00 Track format processor 60213, 60214 / booster 60173, 60174

0x00 0x10 Track box 60112 and 60113

0x00 0x20 Connect 6021 item number 60128

0x00 0x30 MS 2 60653, Txxxxx

0xFF 0xE0 Wireless devices

0xFF 0xFF CS2 GUI (master)

Particularities:

Only the control units respond. No locomotive decoders.
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6.2 Command: Status data configuration

Identifier:

Status data ( 0x1D , in CAN ID: 0x3A )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message status data 0

Priority

Message status data 1

Priority Stream

Message status data 1

Priority

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

DLC

4 bit

5

Package# 8th

6th

D byte 0 D byte 1 8 bits 

8 bit

Target device UID

High

Byte 0 Byte 1

Device UID

High

D byte 2

8 bit

D byte 3

8 bit

Low

Byte 3

D byte 4

8 bit

index

Byte 4

index

D byte 5

8 bit

D byte 6

8 bit

D byte 7

8 bit

Byte 2 Byte 5

Package-

number

Byte 6 Byte 7

Low

Description:

Query the description of the measured value data and the configuration data of a device.

Measurement data of a terminal device:

Measurement data of a device are divided into indices. Each index has a description. The response contains the configuration data stored in the 

device for each index. Index 0 is the device description and contains, among other things, the number of measured values   made available. 

Each additional index provides a description of how the corresponding measuring channel can be represented. The indices for measured values  

 start at 1 and must not contain any gaps.

The data is transmitted as a data stream, the package number is in the hash.

The transmission is completed by confirming the original datagrams and the information on the packets sent.

Format device description

The device description can be called up under index 0. This is primarily the number of measurement channels made available. It also 

contains information about the identification of the device.

Format device description:

Type meaning

Char Number of measured values   in the device. Char

Number of configuration channels

2 bytes free.

U32 Serial number CS2.

String 8 byte article number.

String Device name, \ 0 terminated

Format of the data block for describing a measured value:

The following indices contain a description belonging to the measured value: Format Measured value 

description

Type meaning

Char Inquiry channel number

Char Power of the measured value

Char Color area 1

Char Color area 2

Char Color area 3

example

0x01: Query under channel 1

- 3 means: 10- 3

0x00: color display Sw, SW-Darst: Sw 0x31: 

Farbdarst. Green, b / w display: Gr1 0xF2: color 

display. Yellow, SW-Darst: Gr2
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Char

U16

U16

U16

U16

U16

String

String

String

String

Inquiry channel number:

Value determines under which channel number the corresponding measured value can be called up with the "System Status" command. 

Measured values   are standardized as unsigned 16-bit measured values.

This channel number is also used in the event of an overload message. Power of the measured 

value:

Determines the power of the associated measured value, i.e. measured value 1000 corresponds to 1 with a power of -3 colors of the areas of a 

channel:

For a color representation of a measuring channel, area boundaries and the information for the color representation of the area are required.

Example of current measurement

Green is the normal load range, yellow is borderline and red should not be in operation for too long. Max corresponds here to the overload 

range, if it lasts too long it will be switched off.

Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4

Color area 4

Zero point

End of area 1

End of area 2

End of area 3

End of area 4

Measurement designation

Designation start

Designation end

unit

0xC3: color display Red b / w display: Ws 0

1800

2000

2100

2250

Main track stream \ 0

0.000 \ 0

2,500 \ 0

Axes \ 0 or A \ 0

Values   from strings "Designation start" and "Designation end": 0

Reported measured values   from the above range specifications: Zero point

0 300 325

Example voltage measurement

Undervoltage and overvoltage are red. Yellow is an area in which operation is possible but not recommended, green is the normal 

operating area.

Area 1 Area 2 Area 3

End of string

2,500

End of area 4

400375

Area 4

The color representation is represented as an 8-bit value in RGB and gray representation. 2 bits are used for each piece of 

information.

The values   for zero point and ranges 1-4 determine the measured value from which this color is valid. Zero point determines from which 

measured value the value should be displayed.

Measurement designation:

Provides a description of the measured value. 

Internationalization:

It must be possible to internationalize measured values   in the graphical user interface processor. So that this can be realized, the following 

predefined terms are defined:
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Measurement designation

HGL

PGL

TRACK

VOLT

AXES

TEMP

TEMPO

Designation German

Main track

Programming track

Booster track

Supply voltage

axes

temperature

speed

Bez. English

Main track

Program track

Booster track

Supply voltage

Axes

Temperature

speed

If a term is not included in this table, it is displayed as received and not internationalized.

Designation start:

Format of a floating point number. Provides both the information for the start value of the display and information on how the measured value 

should be displayed. The number of decimal places is also the number of decimal places of the measured value (mA i.e. 3 decimal places). The 

requested measured value must be divided by 1000 for the display. The number of decimal places and the power of the measured value must be 

identical.

Designation end:

Format and function like the name Start. For the end of the presentation.

Unit:

Provides the corresponding unit for displaying the measured value.

Format of the data block for describing a configuration channel:

A configuration channel provides an option for setting the operating parameters of an end device. The query numbers of the config 

channels immediately follow the measured value channels.

A configuration channel has a configuration channel number which can correspond to a measured value channel. The GUI thus has the option of 

assigning the measured value channel to a setting option. It is thus possible, for example, to influence the maximum current output of the HGL 

through a config channel.

If the configuration channel number is outside the range of the measured value channels, there is no measured value query for this 

setting option.

2 basic formats are defined for config channels:

1.) A selection list with their identifiers for selecting discrete values   (drop down)

2.) An analog selection with the option of sliding values   (slider). Format of a data block with the possibility of making a 

selection:

Type meaning example

Char Config channel number 0x01: Set under channel 1

Char Connoisseur selection list Value 1

Char Number of selection points 2 - 255

Char Current (default) setting

Char 4 res

String Selection label

String Choice 1

String Choice 2

String Choice 3

As many selection strings as options must be given.

Operation with power supply \ 0

Transformer 60 VA 60052 \ 0 Switching 

power supply 60061 \ 0

Switching power supply 60101 \ 0
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Selection 0 is assigned the value 0, selection 1 the value 1. Selected options are implemented accordingly in the end device.

A selection point is set using the command: "System Status" and a DLC = 8. The channel required for this in this command is the 

configuration channel number.

Format of a data block with the option of setting a value:

Type meaning example

Char Configuration channel number 0x05: Set under channel 5

Char Connoisseur slider Value 2

Word Lower value 0

Word Upper value 660

Word Current setting 500

String Selection designation Variable current limit \ 0

String Designation start 0.000 \ 0

String Designation end 2,500 \ 0

String unit Axes \ 0 or A \ 0

The input values   are converted for the display in the same way as the display of measured values. Set the setting according to the 

above system.

Particularities:

Always triggered by the graphical user interface processor. The channel number and 

channel index do not have to match.

This command is a programming command that is being processed sequentially. These are not cached in a command queue. The next 

programming command may only be requested after a response from the Gleis Format Processor. Exactly one programming command is 

processed by the track format processor at the same time.
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7 GUI information transfer

7.1 Command: Request Config Data

Configuration adjustment of several graphical user interface processors.

Identifier:

Request Config Data ( 0x20 , in CAN ID: 0x40 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message config data

Priority

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

Hash

DLC

4 bit

8th

D-Byte 0 D-Byte 1 D-Byte 2 D-Byte 3 D-Byte 4 D-Byte 5 D-Byte 6 D-Byte 7 8 Bit 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

Byte 0 Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 Byte 5 Byte 6 Byte 7

Description:

Request a config file. This includes an 8-byte file name. Acknowledgment of the request with the 

resp. Bit set.

The following file names are supported by the CS2:

Filename From-

Channel

meaning Follow-up info Stream data format

"lokinfo" MS2 Locomotive data Beginning of the locomotive name

2 packages with a total of max. 16 

characters

1 datagram with the number of the 

first locomotive and number 

through spaces

Cut

1 datagram with address of the 

first magnet

article and number separated by 

spaces

-

-

-

Text (excerpt from

"lokomotive.cs2")

Text: locomotive number, locomotive name

and total number of

Locomotives in .cs2 format.

Text (excerpt from

"magnetartikel.cs2")

Names of n locomotives 

and total number

"loco name" MS2

"maginfo" MS2 Data from n

Magnetic items

"lokdb"

"long"

"Ldbver"

MS2

MS2

MS2

Locomotive database

Language file

Version info of the

Locomotive database

Version info of the

Language file

Complete locomotive list -

Binary

(MS2 Lokdb format)

Binary

(MS2 language format)

Text: version number,

Month, year, number of entries in 

.cs2 format

Text: version number and

Language file size

in .cs2 format

Configuration file

"Lokomotive.cs2"

Configuration file

"Magnetartikel.cs2"

Configuration file

"Gleisbild.cs2"

Configuration file of a

"Long" MS2 -

"Loks" CS2

(Slave)

CS2

(Slave) solenoid

CS2 Complete

configuration

Zlib compressed

"Mags" Complete

configuration

(Slave) basic track diagram

CS2 Configuration of a -

-

Zlib compressed

"Gbs" -

Zlib compressed

"Gbs- #"
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(Slave)

CS2

(Slave)

CS2

(Slave)

CS2

(Slave)

CS2

(Slave)

CS2

(Slave)

Track diagram page

Complete

Route

configuration

Current state

of the locomotives

Current state

the solenoid

Current state

one

Track diagram page

Reserve for

Driveways

Track diagram page

Configuration file

"Fahrstrassen.cs2"

Status file

"Lokomotive.sr2"

Status file

"Magnetartikel.sr2"

Status file "gleisbild.sr2"

Zlib compressed

"Fs" -

Zlib compressed

"Lokstat" -

Zlib compressed

"Magstat" -

Zlib compressed

Zlib compressed

"Gbsstat" -

fsstat - Not implemented

If something is specified in the Follow-up Info column, the Master-CS2 waits for the acknowledgment

a(?) further config data request in which the first request is further qualified.

Particularities:

Can also be requested from the PC (for data backup).
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7.2 Command: Config Data Stream

Identifier:

Config Data Stream ( 0x21 , in CAN ID: 0x42 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message CFG data

Priority Stream

Message CFG data

Priority Stream

Message CFG data

Priority Stream

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

DLC

4 bit

6th

7th

8th

D byte 0 D byte 1 D byte 2 D byte 3 8 bits 

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit

File length / Stream length ge in bytes high 

Low

File length / Stream length ge in bytes high 

Low

Byte 0 Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3

D byte 4

8 bit

CRC

High

CRC

High

Byte 4

D byte 5

8 bit

Low

Low

Byte 5

D byte 6

8 bit

D byte 7

8 bit

Byte 6

Byte 6 Byte 7

Description:

Transfers the data stream of a configuration file.

Immediately follows the (last) response frame of the "Config Data Request" or to notify a configuration change via broadcast. The content is 

differentiated by the DLC:

DLC = 6:

Is the first packet in the data stream. It defines the data stream as a response to a Config Data request. It contains the file length in bytes and 

the CRC of the bytes to be transmitted. With this type of data stream, the hash of the Recipient used.

Extension: This can also be the answer to a "blokinfo" question. This text is shown for a feedback contact / block. Thus offers the 

possibility of a free text display in the track diagram.

DLC = 7:

Is the first packet in the data stream. It defines the data stream as a broadcast of a configuration change. It contains the file length in bytes as 

well as the CRC of the bytes to be transmitted and a reserved byte. With this form of transmission, the data stream is always (?) 

Zlib-compressed.

With this type of data stream, the hash of the Transmitter used.

DLC = 8:

Data packet: It always contains 8 bytes of data. If less data is available, 0x00 is used for paddling. Is always sent from the 2nd data packet. 

Hash is based on the above system.

All other DLC lengths:

If the data stream has a different length, reception must be aborted or terminated. Particularities:

Packets are not confirmed and are transmitted with a lower priority in the CAN.
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The CRC is a 16-bit CRC with the start value 0xFFFF and the polynomial 0x1021, which is calculated according to the following algorithm.

u16 CtDataSender :: updateCRC (u16 CRC_acc, u8 CRC_input) {

# define POLY 0x1021

// Create the CRC "dividend" for polynomial arithmetic (binary arithmetic with no carries)

CRC_acc = CRC_acc ^ (CRC_input << 8);

// "Divide" the poly into the dividend using CRC XOR subtraction CRC_acc holds the

// "remainder" of each divide. Only complete this division for 8 bits since input is 1 byte

for ( int i = 0; i <8; i ++) {

// Check if the MSB is set (if MSB is 1, then the POLY can "divide" into the "dividend")

if ((CRC_acc & 0x8000) == 0x8000) {

// if so, shift the CRC value, and XOR "subtract" the poly

CRC_acc = CRC_acc << 1; CRC_acc ^ = 

POLY;

else {

// if not, just shift the CRC value

CRC_acc = CRC_acc << 1; }

// Return the final remainder (CRC value)

}

}

return CRC_acc;

}
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8 Format of the configuration files of the CS2

The format files of the CS2 are subject to constant further development. Extensions to the previous content are possible at any time. Unknown / 

not yet documented entries are therefore possible.

8.1 "Lokomotive.cs2" configuration file

This file contains the configuration data of all locomotives of the CS2.

Basic format:

[locomotive]

version

. major = 0

. minor = 3

session

. id = 24

locomotive

. uid = 0xc002

. name = Dcc-2

. first name = Dcc-2

. address = 0x3e8

. type = dcc

. sid = 0xcdcd

. mfxuid = 0xffffffff

. icon =

. symbol = 0

. av = 30

. bv = 30

. volume = 2

. progmask = 0x2

. velocity = 0

. direction = 0

. tachomax = 350

. vmax = 255

. vmin = 1

. xprot = 3

. mfxtyp = 205

. functions

. . no = 0

. . type = 1

. . duration = 0

. . value = 0

. inTraktion = 0xffffffff

8.1.1 "Version" section

Description:

Contains the version number of the configuration file. Is used to establish backward compatibility. This section may only exist once.

Fields:

. major = {value}

. minor = {value}

Current values   are .major = 0 and .minor = 3

"Session" section8.1.2

Description:

The value of the current mfx registration counter. The MFX new registration counter is required to register mfx locomotives. This section may 

only exist once.

Fields:

. id = {value}
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Starting at 1. Max is 65536.

"Locomotive" section8.1.3

Description:

Contains the configuration data of a locomotive. Fields:

. uid = 0xc002

. name = Dcc-2

. first name = Dcc-2

. address = 0x3e8

. type = dcc

. sid = 0xcdcd

. mfxuid = 0xffffffff

. icon =

. symbol = 0

. av = 30

. bv = 30

. volume = 2

. progmask = 0x2

. velocity = 0

. direction = 0

. tachomax = 350

. vmax = 255

. vmin = 1

. xprot = 3

. mfxtyp = 205

. functions

. inTraktion = 0xffffffff

. prg

UID in hexadecimal representation. current 

name of the locomotive.

Name before the last change

(allows name changes to be communicated to other CS2s)

Address as hex.

Decoder type: mm2_prg, mm2_dil8, dcc, mfx, sx1 at mfx: The SID

for mfx: UID of the decoder

Empty: no icon selected yet, otherwise: file name without extension locomotive symbol for MS1 (0 = electric 

locomotive, 1 = diesel locomotive, 2 = steam locomotive, 3 = no icon) start-up delay

Braking delay

volume

Internal marker for locomotive programming, values   to be programmed, driving speed of the 

locomotive

Direction of travel of the locomotive

Final reading of the speedometer

Maximum speed of the locomotive

Minimum speed of the locomotive

Extended protocol (speed steps, sub-protocol) Type of the mfx 

decoder

Opening of a 2nd level. The 16 functions follow. One level parameter field per extension, see chapter functions

not a member of a traction

Opening of a 2nd level. One field per extension

Extended programming mode. The following are the definitions of the

Configuration dialog. One entry per line. For parameters of the level, see chapter prg

8.1.3.1 2nd level section ". Functions" Description:

Describes the behavior and appearance of a function on the surface. Fields:

. . no = 0

. . type = 1

. . duration = 0

. . value = 0

8.1.3.2 2nd level section ".prg" Description:

Description 0 -> F0 15 -> F15 File number of the 

F-Icon (here light)

Trigger duration, 0: permanent function, -1 moment function, otherwise time function current state
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Describes a line in the extended CV programming. These are used within the extended CV access.

Fields:

. . address = 1

. . name = Cv name

. . value = 3

. . mask = 0

CV number

Name of the CS

currently entered value

Bit mask
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8.2 Configuration file "magnetartikel.cs2"

Contains the configuration and positions of the solenoid accessories

Basic format:

[magnetic items]

version

. major = 0

. minor = 1

items

. id = 1

. name = src

. type = light signal_HP012_SH01

. position = 2

. switching time = 200

. odd = 0

. dectyp = mm2

8.2.1 "Version" section

description

Contains the version number of the configuration file. Is used to establish backward compatibility. This section may only exist once.

Fields:

. major = {value}

. minor = {value}

Current values   are .major = 0 and .minor = 1

8.2.2 "Articles" section

description

Contains the description of exactly one magnetic item. Fields:

items

. id = 1

. name = signal 1

. type = std_rot_green Type of article. Possible values:

std_rot_gruen

std_rot

std_gruen

uncoupling track

uncoupling track_1

right turn

left turn

y_soft

k84_output

k84_double output

three-way switch

DKW 2 drives

DKW 1 drive

light_signal_HP01

light_signal_HP02

light_signal_HP012

light_signal_HP012_SH01

light_signal_SH01

formsignal_HP01

Start Description of an article Address of the 

article

Name / description of the article
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formsignal_HP02

formsignal_HP012

formsignal_HP012_SH01

formsignal_SH01

urc_lichtsignal_HP01

urc_lichtsignal_HP012

urc_lichtsignal_HP012_SH01

urc_lichtsignal_SH01

sliding platform

turntable_old

digital turntable

current position

set switching time

For articles with a relevant term, decoder type, either 

dcc or mm2

. position = 1

. switching time = 200

. odd = 0

. dectyp = mm2
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Configuration file "fahrstrasse.cs2"

Contains the configuration and positions of the solenoid accessories. Each configuration can occupy one of the preconfigured 

places.

Basic format:

[routes]

version

. major = 0

. minor = 1

driveway

. id = 1

. name = FS1a

. s88 = 1

. s88Ein = 1

. external = 1

. item

. . fsreference = -1

. . magnet article = 23

. . position = 1

8.2.3 "Version" section

description

Contains the version number of the configuration file. Is used to establish backward compatibility. This section may only exist once.

Fields:

. major = {value}

. minor = {value}

Current values   are .major = 0 and .minor = 1

8.2.4 Section "Fahrstrasse"

description

Lists an entry of a route on fields:

. id = 1

. name = FS1a

. s88 = 1

. s88Ein = 1

. external = 1

. item

Route number

Name of the route

S88 contact that triggers this route when closing, 0 if no S88 control is desired

S88 contact that triggers this route when opening, otherwise 0 manual mode (0) or mixed 

automatic mode.

Start of another subsection.

Area with articles or routes to be switched. One section per article.

8.2.4.1 2nd level section ".item" Description:

Lists the elements of the route to be switched. Fields:

. . fsreference = -1 Reference to another route. Either the number of the route or -1 for solenoid items. When referring to another 

route is ..magnetartikel and

. . position to be set to 0.

Magnetic items, number from keyboard, 0 when referring to another route. . magnet article = 23
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. . position = 1 Position to be switched, depending on the article between 1 and 4 or 0 when referring to another route.
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8.3 Configuration file "gleisbild.cs2"

Contains the configuration of the switchboard

Basic format:

[track diagram]

version

. major = 0

. minor = 6

size

. width = 20

. height = 15

last used

. name = main alt

page

. id = 0

. name = main alt

page

. id = 1

. name = main station

element

. id = 0x301

. type = s88contact

. rotation = 0

. item = 2

. text =

8.3.1

description

Contains the version number of the configuration file. Is used to establish backward compatibility. This section may only exist once.

Fields:

. major = {value}

. minor = {value}

Current values   are .major = 0 and .minor = 6

8.3.2 Section "size"

description

Number of elements per page. This section may only exist once. Fields:

. width = 20

. height = 15

Section "last used"

"Version" section

Fixed setting

Fixed setting

8.3.3

description

Definition of the last used track diagram fields:

. page = 0

Section "page"

Name of the page

8.3.4

description

Definition of a control panel side. The definitions of the control panel sides must follow one another. One section per side.
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Fields:

. id = 0

. name = page0

"Element" section

Number of the page

Name of the page

8.3.5

description

Definition of an element of a control desk side. One definition per element. Fields:

. id = 0x010301

. type = straight

Hexadecimal ssxxyy: ss page, xx x-coord., Yy y-coord (i.e. page = 1, x = 3, y = 1) type of element. Possible 

values:

empty

straight

crossing

underpass

buffer stop

arc

double arch

tunnel

left turn

right turn

three-way switch

ysoft

dkweiche

dkweiche_2

signal

s88contact

s88bogen

arrow

driveway

text

signal_hp02

signal_hp012

signal_hp01s

signal_p_hp012s

signal_f_hp012s

signal_p_hp012

signal_f_hp01

signal_f_hp02

signal_f_hp012

signal_sh01

k84_simple

k84_double

uncoupler

uncoupler_1

std_rot

std_gruen

std_rot_gruen_0

std_rot_gruen_1

sliding stage_0

sliding stage_1

sliding stage_2

sliding stage_3

turntable_old_0

turntable_old_1

(Reference to other side of the track diagram)
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turntable_old_2

turntable_old_3

turntable_dig_0

. . to

turntable_dig_31

Display direction, clockwise from 0 to 3.

Address of the solenoid in the keyboard, -1 for no equivalence labeling of the element

. rotation = 1

. item = -1

. text =
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8.4 "lokinfo" configuration stream

This and the following information is not or not permanently on the CS2 in file form; it is temporarily sent to the requesting stations via the 

streaming protocol.

"lokinfo" contains a partial excerpt from the locomotive configuration file of the CS2, which is sufficient for the requesting station (e.g. MS2).

Basic format:

[locomotive]

loc

. uid = 0x4005

. name = M4

. address = 0x9

. type = mfx

. mfxuid = 0xff001234

. av = 64

. bv = 48

. volume = 64

. vmax = 255

. vmin = 12

. fkt

. . no = 0

. . type = 32

. fkt

. . no = 1

. . type = 12

. fkt

. . no = 2

. . type = 38

. fkt

. . no = 3

. . type = 43

. fkt

. . no = 4

. . type = 91

. fkt

. . no = 5

. . type = 22

. fkt

. . no = 6

. . type = 39

. fkt

. . no = 7

. . type = 31

. fkt

. . no = 8

. . type = 19

. fkt

. . no = 9

. . type = 133

. fkt

. . no = 10

. . type = 27

. fkt

. . no = 11

. . type = 29

. fkt

. . no = 12

. . type = 89

. fkt

. . no = 13

. . type = 16

. fkt

. . no = 14

. . type = 14

. fkt

. . no = 15

. . type = 4

. mfxAdr
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. . target = 2

. . name = 3

. . addr = 136

. . xcel = 78

. . speedtable = 79

. . volume = 117

. . numfunc = 16

. . func = 21

The only addition "lokinfo" for mfx locomotives in the subsection .mfxAdr contains the address information of the required mfx configuration 

entries.
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8.5 "Loknames" configuration stream

"Loknames" contains the requested number of locomotives from the locomotive list of the CS2 together with the information on how many locomotives 

are available in total on the CS2. The MS2, for example, requests 2 entries each, which it shows on its display; When scrolling up or down, the 

preceding or following locomotive names are requested.

Basic format:

[locomotive]

loc

. no = 3

. name = MaK 1206 ACTS

loc

. no = 4

. name = M4-RIoS

numloks

. value = 8
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8.6 "maginfo" configuration stream

"maginfo" contains the requested section of the solenoid accessory configuration file.

Basic format:

[magnetic items]

items

. id = 3

. name = 1.3

. type = right turnout

. switching time = 200

. dectyp = mm2

items

. id = 4

. name = 1.4

. type = uncoupling track

. switching time = 200

. dectyp = mm2
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8.7 "lokdb" configuration stream

lokdb contains the locomotive database as a binary stream
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8.8 "ldbver" configuration stream

ldbver contains the version information of the locomotive database available on the CS2

Basic format:

. version = 9

. month = 2

. year = 10

. number = 1078
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9 automation

Automation refers to current "memory" functions and also to the expansion with blocks and complex flow controls.

Automation commands are currently being implemented. Therefore, the exact format of the commands can change.

9.1 Command: switch automatic

Identifier:

Switch automatic ( 0x30 , in CAN ID: 0x60 )

Format:

Priority

2 + 2 bit 8 bit

Message

Priority

Message

Priority

Message

Priority

Command Resp. Hash

1 bit 16 bit

0

1

1

DLC

4 bit

6th

6th

8th

D byte 0 D byte 1 8 bits 

8 bit

Device codes ner

High Low

Device codes ner

High Low

Device codes ner

High

D byte 2

8 bit

Automatic

High

Automatic

High

Automatic

D byte 3

8 bit

function

Low

function

Low

function

Low

D byte 4

8 bit

position

status

Loc ID

High

D byte 5 D byte 6 8 bits 

8 bit

parameter

parameter

D byte 7

8 bit

Low

Description:

Communication of status information on automation blocks or "memory" function, trigger automatic function in CS2.

The device identifier and automatic function determine who should trigger which "memory function". Device ID is assigned with the "Device ID" 

system function.

"Memory function" is the automatic function for triggering. The high byte is the row index of the automatic function (value range: AZ, az) and the 

low byte is the column index (value range: 1-8). If an extension is required, the range of values   is extended.

Requesting an automatic function, position determines the triggering: 0 for enabling / disabling

1 for the more active.

When expanding the automatic functions, further statuses can be introduced (such as blocking, reserving or releasing).

Notification of a status change, use for display and process control: The current activation status is 

communicated with the response:

0: automatic function deactivated, (Currently: not marked)

1: automatic function activated, (Currently: marked in green)

2: Automatic function in the process, when running in. (Currently: marked yellow)

3: block free (Representation: free)

4: Block sweeps (Representation: occupied)

5: Block / automatic function suspended, waiting. (Representation: waiting)

6: Block / automatic function reserved, pre-assigned. (Representation: Reserved)

254: Automatic function waiting

255: Automatic function sequence error. (Representation: status unknown)

Further statuses can be added in the course of development. A terminal device must therefore interpret unknown status and memory 

functions as "automatic function sequence error" with the representation "status unknown".

The colors for the block / automatic status can be set by the user. Particularities:
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Is only processed by the graphical user interface processor.

It is triggered by the operator panel or another automation device.

Several status commands (responses) can follow for each trigger command so that the corresponding status can be updated in the connected 

control units.

Special case broadcast address: The function is ONLY carried out by the master.
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10 abbreviations

|

&

#

Ad

At

ASK = amplitude shift keying, 1-bit feedback with mfx CAN = bus system

CMD = Command

CS1 = Central Station 1 from ESU CS2 = 

Central Station 2, new CV = 

Configuration-Variables.

D byte = data byte

DCC = Digital Command Protocol, track protocol

DLC = Data Length Code, number of data bytes in the CAN telegram (0-8) F0, F1, F2, ... Function no 

...

Fkt = function

FS = speed step.

Device UID = Unique identifier of all devices connected to the CAN bus. GUI = Graphical User Interface 

Processor.

High = higher-order bits / bytes ID = 

identification / identifier

Len = Length

Loc-ID = Local Identifier. Address with which locomotive / accessory decoders are addressed on the CAN. Low = low-order bits / bytes

LSB = Least Significant / low-order bits / bytes

mfx = track protocol with automatic registration and many functions MFX-SID = track ID = mfx address 

under which the vehicle is driven. MFX-UID = universal identifier of the mfx decoder.

MM1 = old simple variant of MM2, only light function F0 MM2 = Märklin Motorola 2, 

track protocol, F0-F4

MSB = Most Significant / higher-order bits / bytes PGL = 

programming track

POM = Programming On the Main, main track programming. Prio = priority

Resp. = Response bit

S88 = feedback hardware / protocol

SID = rail identifier assigned by mfx SNr. = Serial number

Sub-CMD = sub-command

SX1 = Selectrix track protocol SX2 = Further 

development of SX1 UID = Universal Identifyer

V = velocity, speed

and

number

r = address

z = number

or
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